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Bagging: Bootstrap Aggregating

As long as each sample in the training set has unique features, 1.
Decision tree can always obtain 0 training loss 
If depth of Decision tree is shallow it underfits 2.
If we go all out on depth it overfits badly to training data 3.
Depth is not a fine grained knob for good Bias-Variance Tradeoff 4.

Ensemble methods: combine multiple models 1.
to improve performance 
Boosting: Works to reduce bias (improve 2.
underfitting) 
Bagging: works to reduce variance (improve 3.
overfitting)

Eg: Decision trees to max depth will 
highly overfit

Recall Bias Variance Decomposition: 
 
E[(hD(x)-y) ] = E[(hD(x)-h(x)) ] + E[(h(x) - y(x)) ] + E[(y(x)-y) ] 

Our Goal is to reduce the variance.

Say we could draw m datasets of size n D1, D2,…,Dm drawn iid from P 
Run algorithm m times to get hD1, hD2,…, hDm set 

What is the variance of h ?

S.t.Quiz:

what is the variance of
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Why cant we use the above m sample method to reduce variance? 

Bootstrapping: Simulate m samples D1,D2,…,Dm as follows: 
Take original training sample D 1.
Create size n data set Di by drawing repeatedly with replacement elements 2.
from sample D uniformly at random 
Train hD1 , …, hDm on each of these m datasets 3.
Return the average hypothesis: 4.

Why does Bagging work?

Say Q was the distribution over samples given by the following 
procedure:  

Draw D of size n iid from P 1.
Draw samples from D uniformly at random with replacement 2.
While draw of samples from Q are not iid, we can show that 3.
marginal distribution of samples matches P



Proof
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